
Minutes of the disussion on experimentswith the Neutron Wall at GANILHIL, Warszawa, 4 Otober 2007The disussion followed presentations on Neutron Wall, experiments per-formed so far with Neutron Wall at GANIL, as well as on EXOGAM, DIA-MANT and VAMOS (see www.slj.uw.edu.pl/neutrons)1 OxidationThe problem of the oxidation of the targets was disussed in detail. In theprevious NWall ampaings at GANIL, experiments whih used 24Mg and
40Ca targets where heavily a�eted by the oxidation, whih was muh moresevere than in similar experiments run earlier at Strasbourg and in Legnaro.One possible soure of oxygen is DIAMANT (and its plastis). BarnaNyako will take are of testing DIAMANT with respet to that.It was indiated that targets beome oxidized already in the target loader,before they were moved to the target position. Question was raised if it helps,and if it is possible, to install a new, additional pump.On the other hand, in the "103Sn" experiment (M.Palaz, J.Nyberg) theamount of oxygen aumulated during some of the runs on the 58Ni targetwas signi�antly lower than in an idential experiment run in 1998 withEUROBALL at Legnaro. This observation is true at least for some of thetargets used in this experiment. During the 2006 ampaign a ollimatorwas installed in the beam line before EXOGAM. Most likely the installationtook plae just before the "103Sn" experiment. Marin Palaz and Gilles deFrane should verify when exatly the ollimator was installed and used, andif it is possible to orrelate the presene of the ollimator with the targetoxidation rate.
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2 NWall e�ienyThe e�ieny of Neutron Wall in experiments run in 2005 and 2006 was lowdue to:1. wrong (too high) thresholds of the PSD units2. wrong trigger timing3. shadowing of some the Neutron Wall detetors:
• for outside detetors - by (probably) elements of EXOGAM
• for entral detetors - by (probably) �enhes in the beam line4. pentagon detetor not installed.The problems of the thresholds and of the trigger timing were understoodand solved before the 2006 ampaign. The e�ieny ahieved after solvingthese two problems were equal 21%. This ould be inreased to at least 26%if 3. and 4. are properly addressed too.Note that the NWall e�ieny reported by Andres Gadea for his exper-iment (middle of the 2005 ampaign, e

n
= 25%) is not onsistent with thenumbers obtained from the other experiments.Jean-Niolas Sheurer and Johan Nyberg will look into the possibility ofinstalling the pentagon as well as will hek if the amount of the material(�enhes) in the beam line (downstream of the target, inside NWall) an beredued. Gilles de Frane will hek in the drawings what the reason is ofshadowing outside detetors.3 EXOGAM multipliity in the triggerDuring the "103Sn" experiment an additional trigger problem was observed.Namely, using the trigger ondition of 1 neutron and 2 exogam detetorsresulted in requiring 1 neutron and 3 exogam detetors. Suh a problem wasnot observed in any other experiment, ould not be so far reprodued andunderstood. This must be heked (using soures for example) as soon asEXOGAM and NWall data aquisition systems an be run together again.
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Work on onneting Geant4 simulation of EXOGAM with the simulationof the NWall and on preparing simulation of DIAMANT is in progress (Grze-gorz Jaworski, Gilles de Frane, Marin Palaz), using the Agata SimulationCode as a framework. This work should be ompleted soon.4 Ideas for possible new experiments with NWallThe following reations/experiments were mentioned:1. 36Ar + 40Ca →
67Se + 2an2. 36Ar + 24Mg →
58Zn + 2n3. 36Ar + 58Ni → 92Pd + 2n4. 40Ca + 58Ni → 96Ag + 1p1n5. light Ba, Cs nulei, populated for example in the 58Ni + 58Ni reationExperiments 1. and 2. an only be proposed if the soure of oxygen on-tamination is identi�ed and the rate of the target oxidation is signi�antlyredued.It is not lear if the experiments would bene�t from using VAMOS inaddition to NWall (and DIAMANT), and if it would be reasonable to runsuh experiments with EXOGAM+VAMOS only. Experiment 4. is perhaps agood ase for VAMOS, as the 1p1n reation hannel is di�ult to disriminateusing NWall and a harged partile detetor. In addition, a 0.7 µs isomer isknown in 96Ag and the possibility to use this isomer for tagging should alsobe evalauated.One of the bene�ts from using VAMOS is that produts of reations ontarget ontaminations ould be distinguished from the desirable produts.It was mentioned, that this ould be as well ahieved with RFD (see pre-sentation of Witek M�zy«ski on Friday, 5 Otober, in the afternoon), withprobably higher e�ieny. For fusion evaporation experiments with 2n rea-tion hannels a dediated harged partile detetor ould also be used insteadof DIAMANT, if suh a detetor provides signi�antly higher e�ieny, andif it is safer from the point of view of the oxygen ontamination.3


